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Abstract 

The advantages of high energy density, easy availability and safe handling/storage are now making methanol one of 

the most promising sources of hydrogen for fuel cell systems. Methanol has been emerging as a clean energy resource 

which can be added in the conventional fossil fuels or used directly for transportation as a source of hydrogen [1-2]. 

Hydrogen (H2) is widely viewed because it is environmental-friendly, abundant availability and it has high conversion 

efficiency. Mostly H2 is produced via the reforming of nature gas due to its abundance, but methanol steam reforming 

(MSR) has been thoroughly studied in recent years because of its high hydrogen-to-carbon ratio (H/C) [3]. Over the 

past two decades, there have been number of studies performed on the adsorption and decomposition of CH3OH over 

the solid surfaces [4]. The present study investigated density functional theory (DFT) study of the various methanol 

decomposition pathways on Ru-Pt/boron-doped graphene, from the initial three bond scission possibilities, C−H, 

O−H, or C−O. The decomposition of methanol on Pt-Ru alloy catalysts has attracted great interest in recent years, 

however the cost of catalyst design is still high. Therefore, we investigated decomposition of methanol on Ru-

Pt/boron-doped graphene surface to create strong, beneficial catalyst-support interactions, thereby improving 

durability and enhancing the catalytic activity of the supported metals and thus reducing the overall amount of metal 

required by using density functional theory (DFT) methods.  

 

 
Figure 1. Potential energy surfaces of methanol decomposition on Ru-Pt/boron-doped graphene surface 
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